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President’s
Message

School Libraries Make a Difference in Reader’s Lives
Connie Williams, President, California School Library Association

Letters About Literature
It was a just a lucky break that allowed me to read the finalists for the “Letters About Literature”
competition, sponsored by the Center for the Book at the Library of Congress. In this competition,
students write a letter to an author whose work has touched them in a personal way. I simply contacted
the California person in charge and she put me on the judges’ panel. What a privilege to be able to
glimpse into the lives of these children as they describe how a particular character, theme, setting or
conflict helped them to grow or change. Works as diverse as Elie Wiesel’s Night, Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings
and Millicent Min’s Girl Genius provided readers with a connection to their own lives.
Often we hear of someone who has overcome great adversity or weathered times of turmoil through
their love of reading and their access to books. These letters prove that reading does indeed, make a difference in people’s lives. For more information about this project and to find out how you can participate
with your students or to volunteer to read the letters, visit: http://www.loc.gov/loc/cfbook/letters.html.
While it’s true that we are taught the finer points of reading in the classroom, it is in the library that
most of us found the true soul of “story.” Hundreds of books have allowed readers to sail around the
world, survive the plague, fall in love with the wrong man, find the right one, march to certain death in an
inter-galactic war and rise above the poverty of the Irish famine and the journey through Ellis Island.

School Libraries Hook Kids and Books

We know as Teacher Librarians from our own experiences with kids, that when they find a great book,
they’re hooked—on finishing the story, on wanting more.
At school a few weeks ago, a 9th grade boy who had read A Child Called It wanted another one just
like it. I had just finished reading Three Little Words by Ashley Rhodes-Courter and thought that he might
like it. I handed it to him with the opener, “If you think you already know those three little words, you’re
wrong.” He gave a puzzled look and took the book. He returned it with a big smile. “I loved this one even
better than A Child Called It and I know what the three words are! Do you have something else?” As we
chatted and I handed him some other books to look through, he commented, “You know, I never read a
whole book in my life until now and you know what? I’m doing better in school. Isn’t that weird? ” What
a difference a book can make!

Reaching the Standards

In the English/Language Arts Framework, Reading section, standard 2.0 requires students to read a
specified number of words annually on their own—from half a million in the third grade to two million
in high school. This standard is one that Teacher Librarians can directly impact through our programming
and work with our classroom colleagues by promoting student literacy. Book talks, Million Word Challenges, book clubs, independent reading groups, individual tutoring and Battle of the Book competitions
are all activities that work to support this standard.
This issue of the Journal brings us excellent ideas to use to motivate our students to read. Enjoy!

Connie Williams is the
current President of the
California School Library
Association.
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She serves as Teacher
Librarian at Petaluma High
School.

Editorial

Real-World Reading—A Look From Multiple Perspectives
Marilyn N. Robertson, Ed.D., Editor, CSLA Journal

Reflections on the Theme

As we cycle around to spring and to the first 2009 issue of the Journal, the Advisory Committee agreed
that a look a reading could spur new thinking that could lead to creative responses from our members.
Thus the theme for this issue: Real-World Reading.
Anna Koval, who attended a Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) fall conference, coincidentally on the same theme, shares some unique insights she has gained and resources she has discovered to
bring students into 21st century reading and learning. Joy Millam shares her experiences on the national
scene as a member/chair of YALSA’s Committee, Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers. Author Carmen
Bernier-Grand, who presented
to great acclaim at the last
CSLA conference, discusses
her challenges as a parent
trying to raise her son as a
speaker of two languages.
Jo Avery and her assistant
principal, Matthew Barnes,
discuss their collaboration to
help students deepen their
involvement with literacy
through reading for pleasure,
one of the 40 Assets the
Search Institute recommends
that our young people acquire. Susan Dubin shares the
books that have been awarded
the Once-Upon-A World
Award, books that promote tolerance and human understanding. NewberyAward-winning author and librarian, Susan Patron, addresses some recent
questions raised about the Newbery, discussing the important role that serious
books about serious topics can play in a child’s development. First published
in the Los Angeles Times in January 2009, we are grateful for permission to
reprint this fine editorial.
Julia Beck and Caryl Grimsley, two Canadian educators who presented
at our conference session last fall, write about their exciting collaboration to
take students outside of their own culture through books. Finally, our own
Doug Achterman shares the results of his recent doctoral study with statistics
to show the importance of our work and its impact on the bottom line in our
schools, student achievement.
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Conclusion

Each of these authors provides a wealth of ideas to consider as we work with
our students, teachers, school leaders, and parents to help our school communities become engaged and avid readers. It is our hope that the suggestions
offered here expand and deepen your own involvement in real-world reading.

How We Read Now
Anna Koval, Teacher/Librarian

YALSA’s First YA Literature Symposium

Last fall in Nashville, I attended YALSA’s first YA Lit Symposium: How We
Read Now. Hands down, Linda Braun’s session “Reading: It’s Not Just about
Books Anymore” was the best of the bunch! She recorded her entire talk using VoiceThread, showed us an Animoto (animoto is a totally cool video web
2.0 tool: http://animoto.com) of people reading in non-traditional ways, and
then she asked the audience how much we thought we had read that day. If
we counted the conference booklet, the session handouts, the screen on which
her presentation was projected, plus all the emails, text messages, street signs,
billboards, playlists, tv commercials, Web sites, newspapers, magazines, menus,
and bills that we normally read during the day, we’d actually read quite a lot. Her
point was well taken. Reading may be on-the-go, online, on-screen, out-loud, or
hand-held, but it’s still reading. Even though most people—namely librarians,
teachers, and adults in general—tend to think of reading only in terms of bound
books, more and more—and especially for teenagers—the way we read these
days goes way beyond the printed page.

Our Kids Still Read

We know that American adolescents are reading. A new Scholastic/Yankelovich
study shows that young people still embrace books in spite of all the technology
(2008) and book sales to teens are booming in spite of the economic downturn
(Reno 2008). Nevertheless, young people today are not as literate as we would
like them to be. In fact, according to the Nation’s Report Card, less than a third
of eighth graders can read and write at grade level and, for students of color and
students in California, those numbers are even lower (NAEP 2007).
Literacy today requires so much more. Today’s students are tomorrow’s workers. They had better be able to do more than decode if they want to compete
for 21st century jobs. They need to be able to retrieve and interpret information
and reflect on various types of texts. Yet teen readers in other countries consistently outperform American students in every one of these categories of literacy
capabilities (NIL 2008). American employers can’t stand it; they cite reading and
writing deficiencies as their chief complaints about new hires (NEA 2007).

Technology and Literacy

Thankfully, technology (and teacher-librarians) can help. New technologies engage, support, and enhance student learning, which might be why the California
Standards for the Teaching Profession require that teachers integrate technology
across the curriculum (CCTC, 1997). The International Reading Association
and the American Association of School Librarians call technology skills “crucial”
(2002), and the California Community Colleges, the California State University,
and the University of California consider the use of technology
to be one of the elements of academic literacy expected of all
entering freshmen across all college disciplines (ICAS 2002).
Don’t get me wrong. There is no doubt that students today
are online. As of 2005, 87% of students used the Internet.
Young people play games, get news, buy stuff, research schools,
keep in touch with friends, and look for information on topics
that are tough to talk about. But entertainment and communication dominate their online activities and far surpass
schoolwork (Lenhart et al, 2005). Sure they’re wired and of
course they multi-task, but their repertoire of skills and their
familiarity with new tools is deficient. That’s where we Teacher
Librarians come in! It’s our job to figure out all this stuff first
and then leave them a digital breadcrumb trail to follow.
Will spending more time reading online improve students’
reading abilities? Sure it will! Stephen Krashen says so! Just as
free voluntary reading positively impacts proficiency, fluency,
vocabulary, comprehension, grammar, syntax, and spelling,
similarly free voluntary web-surfing promotes literacy as
well. When students explore the Internet at their own
Continued on page 8
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How We Read Now
Continued from page 7

pace, reading what interests them, they will follow their interests from site to
site and then from site to print, expanding their knowledge of topics and their
understanding of language. Webpages are naturally text-heavy. They offer a wide
selection of reading material from which to choose, and they cost nothing to use
(Krashen, 2007).
Linda W. Braun tells us that it’s time to move beyond the attitude represented
by, “Oh my gosh, what am I going to do about teens and technology” and to
begin thinking, “Let’s use technology as much as we can to reach teens in their
digital world.” (2009)
Joyce Valenza also describes the need to “connect the technology thing to the
reading thing.” The Reading 2.0 wiki to which she refers is all about “Using
Technology to Promote Books--Not Replace Them!” (2008)
What Linda and Joyce are saying is that if we want to have a conversation
with our students about reading, we need to be able to speak their language.
Instead of complaining that students today are too immersed in tech, we should
use the tools they naturally gravitate toward to promote literacy.

Check These Out!
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These are some of the awesome new reading technologies I was all amped up
about after learning about them at the YALSA YA Lit Symposium along with
some others I’ve discovered since. They’re social, serial, digital, and pleasurable,
and I hope you’ll have fun experimenting with them!
n The Big Read: help create a community and a nation of readers. Find
events in your area, and be sure to post your own!
n Book Life: looking for your next good read? Check out the book
blogs on this network for readers. It’s where I learned about Bookslut,
which isn’t as bad as you think!
n BookLust: a wiki about books that make you want to skip work to
read! Brought to you by library diva Nancy Pearl!
n Dailylit: make sure you read more than just email today. Sign up for
chapters of public domain classics by email or RSS. If you don’t want
to fill up your inbox, then follow the daily lit big read feed on Twitter.
n Fanfiction: perfect for when you just don’t want the story to end,
there’s twilightfanfiction, harrypotterfanfic-tion, adultfanfiction, even
godawful fanfiction (the Web site where you “Read ‘em and weep!”)!
n Gcast: podcast right from you cell phone for free!
n GetFreeBooks: free e-books, audiobooks, podcasts, plus some awesome lists, like their recommended web 2.0 book sites and other
places to find free audiobooks.
n Goodreads, Librarything, Shelfari, Booktagger, and Bookmesh:
personal and social online libraries and social networking sites for
book lovers.
n Google Books: searchable, downloadable digitized texts. I wish this
had been around when I was in school!
n Kindle: the sexy new e-book reader from Amazon!
n Lookybook: precious interactive flash picture books!
n MP3 CDs: way faster than to download online e-books, these you
just open on your computer and copy to your i-Pod. Amazon has
1,000s of titles. (Too bad they don’t take PO#s!)
n Ning: create your own social network and join others that interest
you, like the Book Blogs Ning. Great for book clubs!
n Quillpill: tell a story on your cell phone! In Japan, some of the best
sellers are cellular!
n Twine: a thematic approach to sharing links you like. Some say Twine
may soon surpass Delicious!
n Twitter: microblogging, or blogging for people too busy to blog. Follow your favorite authors,
publishers, and school librarians! P.S. Plurk is another app you might like.
n And last but not least, The Awesome Highlighter and BookGoo: no need for paper and pen!
Now you can highlight and annotate right onto webpages!

Conclusion

Are all of these new apps here to stay? Of course not! Some will come and go like
the books we weed from our shelves. And just as we continually search for hot new
titles to replenish our print collections, we also must make time to seek and try out
the latest and greatest educational technology applications.
So try out a site or two on this list. Dabble. Do something you already do in a
new way. Instead of a book talk, how about a book blog? Instead of a book report,
why not a book trailer? In addition to creating a shelf-top books displays, how about an
e-bookshelf? In addition to buying books, why not buy e-books? Microblog about
what you’re up to. And share photos of your success on Flickr or Picasa!
If we’re serious about connecting with young readers today, we’ve got to throw
our arms around the neck of new tech and embrace it in our schools and libraries.
Because what we’re doing now is not enough. We can still promote reading—more
reading, better reading, and the love of reading—but we have to do it the way we
read now!

Additional Online Resources and Recommended Books:

http://readingtech.wikispaces.com/
http://bookleads.wikispaces.com/
http://adlit.org/
Reading Doesn’t Matter Anymore by David Booth
Teens, Technology, and Literacy; Or, Why Bad Grammar Isn’t Always Bad
by Linda Braun
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A Quick Pick Can Take You Far—
Serving on an ALA Selection Committee
Joy Millam, Teacher Librarian

CSLA Role Models

All it takes is a powerful voice or two to change a life. For me, those voices came from two role models,
Janet Melikian and Mary Ann Harlan, at the 2005 Annual Conference. Melikian’s concurrent session
on booktalking introduced me to its power. Harlan’s discussion of reluctant readers and her work on the
Quick Picks for Reluctant Reader Committee, a part of the American Library Association (ALA), changed
the path of my career and introduced me to another level of librarianship.

Applying

Then in January of 2006, I came across a blog that discussed volunteering for American Library Association committees. It seemed like it would be a great opportunity. I went to the Web site and filled out the
form and waited. I didn’t hear anything and thought I was too late for the year. But I was wrong. I got an
email in late February inviting me to be on Young Adult Library Services Association’s (YALSA) Quick
Picks for Reluctant Readers; they had an unexpected opening on the committee and there was room for
me!

Jumping on a Fast Train

Being on the Committee meant that, suddenly, I had so much reading to do. Books were coming in by
the box full and I was already way behind on the reading. They had nominated more than 30 books and
nominations of more titles were coming in every day. But like most librarians, I am flexible, know that I
can only do my best, and strive to give it my all.
The first thing I did was to start a notebook. I printed up the individual nominations and created a
spreadsheet to track them. The spreadsheet proved invaluable and allowed me to sort the books in a variety
of ways, such as by author, title, and nomination number. I was able to monitor my reading and keep an
eye on what needed to be read. As time passed, I gained confidence and began to nominate titles myself.
It was only after I attended my first Annual Conference in June of 2006 in New Orleans that I realized
that I had a great deal to learn about the work of the Committee and about what kind of book appeals to
a reluctant reader.

Quick Picks Characteristics

In the first of our many meetings during the conference I learned that there are five things that characterize the books on this list:
1. The cover draws them to the book.
2. After examining the book, they open it.
3. The beginning sentences and pages encourage them to read more.
4. They finish the book!
5. They share it with their friends.
Furthermore, these books are generally shorter, although Stephanie Meyers’ Twilight saga and Ellen
Hopkins’ books are notable exceptions. After four days of meetings, I was filled with knowledge and
inspired by my committee members to find books that fulfilled the requirements. I also felt a responsibility to the committee and learned to be more careful with my nominations because every book that is
nominated must be read by every member.

The Work

Having this knowledge gave me a renewed sense of purpose and I attacked the nominated books with
enthusiasm. Between reading, booktalking, and gathering student feedback, I was busy. Serving on this
committee made booktalking an even greater necessity. Fortunately, Janet Melikian’s booktalking lessons
had really stayed with me and I launched my career as a booktalker. Success was immediate. Students
rushed the book table as soon as I finished. Teachers began booking me a month in advance. My participation on Quick Picks was giving me both credibility and an ever-increasing bank of booktalks in my head.
By the time Mid-Winter Conference rolled around in January, I was nearly caught up with the reading
and ready to share my feedback. Many of us on the Committee were in the same situation. We still had
books to read and we kept at it around the clock, between meetings and into the night.

The Fun

Despite the pressure, it was so much fun. We had cocktail parties to attend with authors every night.
There were so many; we went from one to another collecting books and memories. Some of the author
events featured them reading from new books that had not yet been published. As a bibliophile, this upfront exposure was beyond thrilling.
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Seeing the list on the Web and my name listed as a member of the committee was quite gratifying. I felt
so proud of our list. It reflected the diversity of our committee and the students we represent from California to New York and quite a few places in between. We fought hard to make sure titles were on the list
that our kids loved. To see it on the Web site and know that people would use it to assist in their selection
process was exhilarating.

Conclusion

During my amazing three years on the committee, I have worked closely with incredible librarians from
all over the country. I have also learned so much about this special group of readers. It all started with a
pair of powerful voices from two of my role models in CSLA encouraging me to step forward and take a
chance. I did it and have had the best time, gained valuable skills, and become an expert on new books for
reluctant readers. I grew immensely and, during the past year, even served as Committee Chairperson.
As the Chair, I put to use 2.0 tools that I learned at the CSLA Annual Conference and created a wiki
that has revolutionized our committee’s work and communications. Take a look at our wiki: http://quickpicks4reluctantreaders.pbwiki.com. I encourage readers to visit the Quick Picks 101 page as it shows great
examples of both Quick Picks and books that are not. The committee welcomes field nominations. After
studying the QP 101 page, take time to nominate titles that are working with your reluctant readers. The
second link, http://staging.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/yalsa/joinus/committeevolunteer.cfm, is the volunteer
form for ALA, which is what you have to fill out in order to volunteer for any committee with the American Library Association and any of its divisions.
Step up and get involved. It is a lot of work but the rewards just might change your life.

JOY MILLAM is the Teacher
Librarian at Valencia High
School in Placentia and the
Region 4 Representative for
the Southern Section Board.
She can be be reached at
jmillam@pylusd.org. Check
out her latest technology
training for digital booktalks
at http://booktalksandmore.
pbworks.com.
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My Journey with Language and Literacy:
Raising a Bilingual Child
Carmen T. Bernier-Grand, Author

An Early Decision

From his birth in 1980 Portland, Oregon, my son, Willie, was provided with songs, books, and games
in English and Spanish. My husband spoke only English to Willie. I spoke only what was natural to me:
Spanish.
Willie behaved as if he understood both languages, but, at age three, he hardly spoke. He could say
“Dad,” “Mamá,” and “No.” The rest was baby talk. We were not too concerned. We had heard that many
bilingual children start speaking later than monolinguals.
Nevertheless, with the intention of improving Willie’s language skills and reversing his shyness, we enrolled him in a pre-school run by a loving, competent, and devoted teacher. Soon his teacher called us into
conference. She said that Willie’s brain wheels didn’t seem to be moving when she spoke to him, and that
his lack of speech could be a confusion caused by the mix of languages at home. Her advice: Stop speaking
Spanish to Willie for a while to see if he could improve his English.
She pierced my heart. I explained that I found it impossible to speak anything but Spanish to my child.
“What could be worse,” I asked, “to speak Spanish correctly or speak English with a very strong Spanish
accent?” She recommended that I consult with our pediatrician.
After checking Willie and finding no physical problems, the pediatrician also advised me to speak only
English to him. He said that some children are not capable of sorting out the languages, causing them
confusion and learning problems in school; it was obvious to him that Willie was one of those cases.
When asked to support his theory with some data, he gave me a surprised look and sent me to the hearing
and speech therapists. The advice and argument there proved to be no different.
Sad and discouraged, I went home to tell the results to my husband. He immediately went to convince
the doctors that they were wrong. He returned convinced that they were right.

The Switch to English Only

The question, “What if they are right?” kept pounding my brain. Although I felt as if my Latino roots
were being cut off, I began to speak English to Willie and to establish a relationship with him in that
language. I became someone else with a different language, a different culture, and even what felt like a
different blood that was neither Latino nor American.
After a painful year of no Spanish, Willie began to speak English. But when my monolingual parents
came to visit, he couldn’t communicate with them.
Even though I blame my pain on the people who advised us, I shouldn’t. All I really wanted from them
was to point out the benefits and harms they could foresee if I continued raising my child bilingual and
to justify both points of view. Instead, I put them in the situation where they had to give specific advice.
Every person can handle one language. Therefore, the safest advice they could give was to stick with one
language, and since Willie was growing up in the United States, it was logical that the language would be
English.
But who knew how much anguish that would cause me? Who knew that I felt I was establishing a new
relationship with my son when speaking to him in English? Who knew that losing his Spanish could
destroy his tight relationship with his abuelitos?
The ultimate decision was mine. I was the one who stopped speaking Spanish.

Dual-language Immersion

The Spanish Immersion Program at Ainsworth Elementary School in Portland, Oregon began just on
time to save me from eternal guilt.
As soon as Willie entered the program, he changed his name to Guillermo. Not only did he become
bilingual, but he developed a deep appreciation for his parents and grandparents, and their cultures.
Before he’d been shy and cautious, but his brain wheels were working all along. He thrived in this new
educational setting, eventually earning a Bachelor’s degree from MIT followed by a Master’s from Harvard
in engineering science with a focus on bioengineering.
American educators were once afraid that teaching young children more than one language would confuse them and cause learning problems. Today, however, we know that isn’t the case. Psycholinguists say
that the younger the child, the easier it is for him to absorb languages. Even though they are not sure why,
a child who knows more than one language grows up to be smarter.
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English-speaking parents are catching up and enrolling their children in foreign language classes. I
celebrate that. My problem is that while English speakers are becoming bilingual, non-English speakers are
losing their home language.
Some Spanish-speaking parents refuse to have their children in Spanish classes because they speak it at
home. They want their child to learn English. That is important but their child shouldn’t lose his Spanish.
He probably can speak it. But does he write it well, read it well? Do children stop taking classes in English
after they learn to speak it? Why, then, do we stop enriching a second language after a child learns to speak
it? To be bilingual means to speak well, understand well, read well, and write well in two languages.

Advocacy Plea

I hope the new administration in Washington will help us create immersion programs in foreign
languages spoken the most frequently in our communities, such as Spanish. But how can we support the
many other languages spoken in the United States?
We can encourage families to speak their home language to their children. Parents should also be
encouraging their children to write in their home language. As for reading, librarians have done a wonderful job stocking books in languages other than English that are spoken in their communities. But one
full shelf is not enough. It’s our job to advocate for more funding for books in both English and the other
languages our children speak.
Where can we buy those books? Since publishers pay attention to the librarians’ needs, librarians must
ask publishers to translate any book in English that does a good job portraying a given culture into that
culture’s language. These books will also serve the interested English-speaking population that, to my
delight, is growing.
Back to Guillermo. Lately, I played a tape of his voice that I had recorded when he was in pre-school.
On the tape I am reading a story in Spanish about a little mouse. After listening several times to the
recording, I began to understand what Guillermo was saying—“¡Ratoncito! ¡Ratoncito!” I didn’t realize it
then but in those early years, he was speaking in Spanish after all.

CARMEN T. BERNIER-GRAND
is the author of nine books for
children and was a featured
presenter at the recent
California School Library
Association conference in
Sacramento in Fall 2008.
Visit her Web site at: www.
carmenberniergrand.com.
She can be contacted at:
grand@hevanet.com and will
also be presenting in Eureka,
CA in October. For further
information, see: www.
authorfest.org.
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Pleasure Reading for Success
Jo Avery, Teacher Librarian
Matthew Barnes, MA, MAT, Assistant Principal

Changes, Changes

There are countless changes we can expect in colleges and universities and in the work force during
the next several years. Emerging technologies, the every-growing need for energy, and the shifting of the
generational work force are just the beginning of the changes that students will need to understand and
prepare to engage. How do we prepare students for changes in a world we can hardly imagine? The answer
may be easier to find than it seems. By nurturing students in critical thinking and by developing their
inquisitive minds, we can help to succeed.
One key component of preparing students to think critically and inquisitively is the development of
reading and literacy. The student who experiences the joy of reading and is clear about the purposes for
reading is able to address the unknown with confidence.

The Search Institute

Search Institute of Minneapolis, Minnesota, is a unique source for helping students to develop these
winning assets. The Institute has published information about ways to foster positive youth development.
A cornerstone of the Search Institutes’ findings is what they identify as 40 Developmental Assets. This list
of assets, based on research findings, reflects the observation that the more assets a young person possesses,
the more likely he/she is to thrive. The power behind this research is not in the assets themselves, but in
the findings about what assets it takes to become a successful person in this culture today.

Findings

Only 9% of students who claim to possess 0-10 assets feel successful in school. This number jumps
to 54% when they claim more than 30 assets. Correspondingly, 62% of students with 10 or fewer assets
report engaging in physically-violent behavior, whereas only 6% of those with 30+ assets report engaging
in violence.
The Institute’s research on 150,000 11-18-year-olds related to these assets breaks down the data. For
example, 68% of students report family support, 63% state that they have a positive peer influence and
68% report acting with integrity. However, not all assets are reported in high numbers. One glaring note
is the low score related to pleasure reading. Only 22% of students contacted by The Search Institute report
reading for pleasure for three or more hours per week.
If it is clear that students with more assets tend to succeed at a higher rate then, why not build students’
assets? At El Dorado High School, we have taken this challenge to heart in many dimensions. Our schoolwide sustained-silent reading program (SSR) is one way we have chosen to do so. It is designed to help
students experience daily the joy of reading for pleasure.

What You See

At approximately 9:35 on Tuesday–Friday mornings students begin a 15-minute period of sustained silent reading. Many students read the morning newspaper; some have cleared certain magazines with their
teachers and are reading those. However, the vast majority of students pull novels from their back packs.
Some of these come straight from English-class assignments but most bring self-selected books to read for
pleasure. Spearheaded by a collaborative effort between the English department, teacher librarian, and the
assistant principal, this SSR program has become an integral part of the school day.

Our Goal

Our goal is to support and increase the number of students who engage in sustained reading for pleasure. The program at El Dorado works on a few simple principles to achieve this goal.
1. Get a book into the hands of every student, and create a desire to read that book.
The librarian has good rapport with both teachers and students. She uses this to maximize her opportunities to interact with kids and to get them into the library. With resolute support from the administrative
team, classes are targeted for frequent trips to the library, most notably all English classes and all three levels of the English Language Learner program. Not only is there a natural connection with reading in this
subject area but we are able to connect with every student at El Dorado, some on multiple occasions. This
interaction creates a level of comfort and familiarity with library program. As a result, the El Dorado High
School Library is not only busy with classes all during the day but is full of students reading and using the
library’s resources during non-class time including before, during, and after the school day.
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2. Our students know that they are responsible for having a free reading book or other reading
materials of their choosing with them at all times.
The certificated teacher librarian puts a large emphasis on building excitement and interest in reading.
She shares her enthusiasm for books in many ways, including book talks to whole groups as well as patron
interviews and personalized reading guidance. A committed teacher librarian understands that there is a
book for every reader and works to help every student find that book(s), one after another.
It is also important to remember that, as adults, when we read for pleasure, we don’t always read at or
above our ability level. We provide that same freedom of choice to our students.
3. We get them hooked on a good book by giving them enough time to become involved in the story.
It takes at least fifteen to twenty minutes for this to happen, particularly for the reluctant reader. The
reading must be uninterrupted quiet time, where the clear message is that everyone reads. While an opportunity to reflect formally upon one’s reading can be valuable, this is not the time for it. Assignments are
put away. We want nothing to detract from the simple pleasure of reading. In addition, the entire school
community, including administrators, other staff, teachers and volunteers model reading as a pleasurable
and valuable activity.
4. Help students find success and enjoyment in reading by offering a large and varied collection
of books to meet a wide range of interests and abilities.
The collection reflects the diversity of our school population. Reading motivation is greatly enhanced
by the sheer abundance of good titles available in the library collection. The new CSLA Standards and
Guidelines for Strong School Libraries call for collections in school libraries that “are appropriate, relevant,
up-to-date, appealing, and accurate.” Carefully selected by the teacher librarian with input from all of the
readers and from professional reviews, this collection gets heavy use.
As for funding, there has been a culture of support for the library for as long as anyone here can recall.
The library is treated as a full-fledged department and as such it receives a share of the school budget.
We have a collaborative model of operation, so if any department is in need of funds the leadership team
works together to share or re-direct moneys. Site Council puts state and federal money into the library
whenever possible. Finally there is a private foundation in El Dorado County that makes grants available
every year.

Conclusion

Sustained Silent Reading is not a new idea. What makes this program unique is that this effort is imbedded within the school’s larger effort towards aligning the program with the research findings of The Search
Institute to build students’ capabilities. We want them to acquire as many of the 40 Assets as possible.
Some of these include building resiliency and other personal qualities, developing key relationships, taking
advantage of opportunities and intervening to prevent choices that would undermine this growth. Asset
#25, reading for pleasure, is one of these goals, one that the school is targeting directly.
Anecdotally so far, we know that we are making a difference. Book circulation is way up. When new
students report that this is the first time they have read a book, they also request another like the book
they have just finished. More importantly, the program has begun to create a culture of reading at the
school. Being considered a reader at El Dorado has become a source of pride, something to which everyone aspires. Best of all, we get to see new worlds open every day for students through books.

JO AVERY has served for
eleven years as the teacher
librarian at El Dorado High
School.

MATTHEW BARNES, MA,
MAT, serves as the assistant
principal at El Dorado
High School in Placerville,
California. He also serves
as a trainer for The Search
Institute. For more
information on The Search
Institute and the 40 Assets,
visit http://www.searchinstitute.org.
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Books to Promote Tolerance and Understanding:
The Once-Upon-A-World Award
Susan Dubin, President, Association of Jewish Libraries

Background

Sonia Levitin, award-winning author, explains above why she and her husband, Lloyd, endowed the
Once-Upon-a-World Award. This honor is given annually by the Simon Wiesenthal Center/Museum of
Tolerance to a book for six to ten year olds, and a teen book for readers eleven and up, that deals with
issues of tolerance, diversity, human understanding and social justice. The Simon Wiesenthal Center
Museum of Tolerance is located in Los Angeles and was established after the Watts Riots to address issues
of intolerance and prejudice. It has a world-renowned Holocaust collection and offers a full program of
workshops for teachers and students as well as docent-led tours. In 1994, Sonia Levitin, author of Journey
to America, Dream Freedom, and The Return, as well as more than 70 books ranging from picture books
to young adult novels, met with Adaire Klein, Director of the Library and Archives, to discuss sponsoring
an award that would recognize literature for children that would inspire their readers to work for positive
social change. The Once Upon a World Award was the result.
First presented in 1996 to A School for Pompey Walker by Michael J. Rosen and illustrated by Aminah
Brenda Lynn Robinson (Harcourt Brace, 1995), the award has been given to fifteen books. Authors
receive a certificate and a small cash award. Books are recognized with a Once-Upon-a-World Award seal
that is available from the Museum and is mailed to publishers to be put on future editions.

Award Criteria and Procedures

Books are submitted for the awards by their publishers. The Simon Wiesenthal Center/Museum of Tolerance Library and Archives uses volunteers to send letters to the publishers of children’s and young adult
literature soliciting books that the publishers decide might fit the following criteria:
n The book contains description of heroic deeds that lead to tolerance and social justice.
n The characters show an acceptance of social and personal responsibility.
n The story exemplifies good communications between people.
n The story conveys a sense of urgency and empowerment of the individual.
n The author emphasizes the importance of history.
All books submitted are read by members of the Awards Committees. Until 2008, one award was given
to a book for 6 to 10 year olds. Because submissions have been for an increasingly older audience, Sonia
agreed to increase funding to allow for an additional award for teen readers.
Last year, 2008, was the first year a teen award winner was chosen. Susan Dubin, PresiI am hoping that
dent of the Association of Jewish Libraries, is the head of the current Teen Award Committee where she is joined by Maxine Lucas, librarian at Harvard-Westlake Middle School
fifty years from now,
and a past president of the Catholic School Library Association, and Hope Anita Smith,
award-winning poet and author. Kim Woo, a librarian from the Los Angeles Public Library
the Once Upon A World
(LAPL) was on the Teen Committee in 2008. The Younger Readers Committee is headed by
Children’s Book Award
Marilyn Taniguchi, librarian at the Beverly Hills Public Library. Her committee includes Lisa
Silverman, library director of Sinai Temple and children’s editor of Jewish Book World, and
will seem a quaint thing
Harold Haizlip, a community activist. All members serve for a minimum of one year and are
appointed by the Simon Wiesenthal Center/Museum of Tolerance. The Committee members
of the past. My wish
discuss the books and determine which book best meets the criteria. Winners are chosen
each year in May and the awards ceremony is planned for the following late October or early
is that children will
November.
whisper to each other
The Once-Upon-a-World Awards presentation takes place at the Simon Wiesenthal Center
and is open to the public. Authors and illustrators are introduced, the awards are given, and
in astonishment, “You
a brief program is presented. The ceremony is accompanied by a full-day program open to
the community that highlights some aspect of the books being honored. Dramatic readings,
mean, they gave awards
readers’ theatre presentations, arts and crafts activities, and video conferences help students
connect to the literature on many levels. This year, the awards ceremony was enlivened by
for books that talked
video conferences about the award-winning book held the following week between local Los
about—uh—people
Angeles schools and schools in Hawaii and Missoula, Montana.
being good to each
other? You mean, they
had to write books
about that?”
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—Sonia Levitin

Recent Award Winners

This past year the award for younger readers was presented to Ellie Crowe for her book
Surfer of the Century: Duke Kahanamoku, illustrated by Richard Waldrep (Lee and Low,
2007). The book is an illustrated biography of the famous surfer and Olympic medalist,
outlining his struggles with prejudice and his commitment to “aloha,” the Hawaiian word for
“peace.” The awards committee, led by Marilyn Taniguchi, chose One City, Two Brothers by
Chris Smith and illustrated by Aurelia Fronty (Barefoot Books, 2007) as an honor book. One
City, Two Brothers retells the legend of the founding of Jerusalem in the spot where the two
brothers met in their desire to care for each other.

The first recipient of the Young Adult award was Jeannette Rankin: Political Pioneer by GretchenWoelfle
(Calkins Creek Books, 2007). Jeannette Rankin was the first woman to be elected to the United States
Congress and was a life-long pacifist. The committee, led by Susan Dubin, felt this book demonstrated an
exceptionally high level of scholarship, literary merit, and beautiful bookmaking as well as presenting the
life of a woman who exemplifies the qualities the award seeks to recognize.

Past Awards

The following is a list of past award winners from most recent to the first award given:
2008 Surfer of the Century: Duke Kahanamoku by Ellie Crowe. Illustrated by Richard Waldrep.
Lee and Low, 2007. A picture book biography of this principled surfer and Olympic athlete.
2008 Jeannette Rankin: Political Pioneer by Gretchen Woelfle (1st YA award). Calkins Creek
Books, 2007. A biography of Jeannette Rankin, an important pacifist figure in American
politics and in the Woman’s Movement.
2007 Freedom Walkers by Russell Freedman. Holiday House, 2006. This nonfiction book traces
the history of the people who worked for civil rights during the Montgomery Bus Boycott.
Features an extensive use of archival photos and eyewitness accounts.
2006 Doll with the Yellow Star by Yona Zeldis McDonough. Illustrated by Kimberley Root. Henry
Holt, 2005. A Holocaust story told through the voice of a young girl who is sent to America
from France. She loses her favorite doll only to find it again when her father comes to join
her after the war.
2005 Ellington Was Not a Street by Ntozake Shange and illustrated by Kadir Nelson. Simon
& Schuster Children’s Publishing, 2004. A prose poem that recalls the many important
African-American notables who visited the author’s home during the Harlem Renaissance.
A short biography of each of the people pictured is included at the end of the book.
2004 Luba:The Angel of Bergen-Belsen by Michelle R. McCann and Luba Tryszynska. The story of
Luba Tryszynska, who managed to protect a group of children in the Bergen-Belsen Concentration camp.
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2003 Thank You, Sarah by Laurie Halse Anderson. Illustrated by Matt Faulkner. Simon & Schuster Children’s Publishing, 2002. A humorous picture book about the power of the pen to
create change, the author tells how Sarah Hale petitioned to get Thanksgiving declared a
national holiday.
2002 Freedom Summer by Deborah Wiles. Atheneum Books, 2001. Two little boys are thrilled
when their town is forced to open the city swimming pool to children of all races. Unfortunately, the town decides to fill in the pool rather than to let black children swim with their
white counterparts.
2001 The Year Of Miss Agnes by Kirkpatrick Hill. Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2000. Miss
Agnes is an extraordinary teacher sent to Alaska to teach a small group of Abenaki children.
Her teaching methods are model for all in the education field.
2000 Through My Eyes by Ruby Bridges; articles and interviews compiled and edited by Margo
Lundell. Scholastic Press, 1999. An autobiography, Ruby Bridges tells the story of her
integration of a school in New Orleans when she was in first grade. Archival photos and
documents are sprinkled throughout Ruby’s compelling story.
1999 So Far From The Sea by Eve Bunting; illustrated by Chris Soentpiet. Clarion Books, 1998.
In this picture book, a family visits the internment camp where their grandfather is buried
before they move away. The story switches between a historical account of the Japanese
American internment and the family’s visit to the now deserted camp in the present.
1998 Gathering The Sun: An Alphabet In Spanish And English by Alma Flor Ada; English translation by Rosa Zubizarreta; illustrated by Simon Silva. Lothrop Lee & Shepard Books,
1997. This beautifully-illustrated alphabet book uses poetry in both English and Spanish to
describe the life of migrant workers.
1997 The Wagon by Tony Johnston; paintings by James E. Ransome. Tambourine Books, 1996.
When Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation, a slave family is freed. After Lincoln’s
assassination, they take the wagon they built to travel to the funeral of our 16th president.
1997 The Day Gogo Went To Vote: South Africa, April 1994 by Elinor Batezat Sisulu; illustrated by
Sharon Wilson. Little, Brown, 1996. Gogo, one hundred years old, is helped by her young
grandchild to vote in the first election in South Africa after apartheid ends.
1996 A School For Pompey Walker by Michael J. Rosen; illustrated by Aminah Brenda Lynn
Robinson. Harcourt Brace, 1995. Based on the true story of a slave who raised money to establish a school for former slaves by selling himself, escaping, and reselling himself 39 times.

Conclusion

These awards seek to instill in young readers an appreciation for fine literature and admiration for heroic
characters who try to make the world a better place. Librarians and teachers are encouraged to make these
books available to students so that they will have role models of people who exemplify the highest ideals
we all strive to uphold.
Note: Packets of activities to use with these books can be requested from the author,
Susan Dubin, at sdubin@socal.rr.com.

Susan Dubin is the
president of the Association
of Jewish Libraries and the
founder of the consulting
business, Off-the-Shelf
Library Services.
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Don’t Discount the Newbery: Children’s Books That Deal
Seriously With Serious Issues Can Change Readers’ Lives
Susan Patron, Author

[Editors Note: This Article is reprinted as originally written and
no changes were made to tense, content, etc. Reprinted with permission from an
Op-Ed piece submitted by Susan Patron. Published in the Los Angeles Times, January 11, 2009.]

When the Newbery Committee Calls

Early on January 26, a writer’s phone will ring. On the other end will be the 15 members of the
American Library Association’s Newbery Committee, calling after a year of careful reading and deliberation to congratulate “the author of the most distinguished contribution to American literature for children
published in English in the United States during the preceding year.” There are “no limitations as to the
character of the book,” so authors of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry for kids up to age 14 are all eligible.
And because there is no short list, the writer may be astonished at the announcement, as I was when I got
the call in January 2007. And librarians and the general public may be more than surprised; some will
even be dismayed.
Valerie Strauss reported in the Washington Post last month that “the literary world is debating the Newbery’s value, asking whether the books that have won recently are so complicated and inaccessible to most
children that they are effectively turning off kids to reading. Of the 25 winners and runners-up chosen
from 2000 to 2005, four of the books deal with death, six with the absence of one or both parents, and
four with such mental challenges as autism. Most of the rest deal with tough social issues.”
Does it follow that books dealing with tough social issues turn kids off? Doesn’t whether a book is
complicated or inaccessible depend on the age and experience of the reader? Is the criterion that the book
be distinguished too elitist? Popularity is important, and there are many state-sponsored “children’s choice”
awards, such as the California Young Reader Medal, that allow kids to weigh in. The intent of the Newbery, like certain adult literary awards, is to “encourage good writing,” whether or not the book has broad
popular appeal.

A Life-Altering Encounter

I was no great shakes as a young reader. Oh, I knew how to read, but it didn’t seem worth the bother. I
spent time reluctantly with Dick and Jane, but their adventures were on a par with multiplication tables. I
hadn’t a clue there were good books for kids. Then, one day in the late 1950s, when I was 8 or 9, a librarian from the Los Angeles Public Library visited our classroom to introduce Newbery Medal winners and
runners-up, or honor books. She said the library had copies of all of the books that we could borrow. She
left “Charlotte’s Web,” not a winner but an honoree, for our teacher to read aloud to us.
I was mesmerized by the way the librarian stroked the books, ran her fingers over the interior pages,
smoothed the jackets, hugged them to her chest. It was strange behavior in a grown woman, interacting
with books in such a sensual way, as if she actually loved them, and after school it propelled me to the
library for the first time. I checked out My Father’s Dragon, because it looked easy but good—thin and
with pictures.
I discovered, after a few visits, that the librarian could often suggest authors I would probably like—she
did this by building on my previous preferences, a practice known to librarians (I later learned) as “reader’s
advisory”—putting the right book in the right hands at the right time. I read a number of Newbery
winners and honor books. Looking back now, I see that some of the themes in those years included war,
being torn from your family during an invasion, physical disability, losing a beloved dog. I’m grateful my
librarian didn’t determine that those award books were inaccessible and too complicated, or that they dealt
with inappropriate social issues. I’m glad I got to pick the ones I wanted to read. Even though I was a slow
reader and some of the books were hard for me (and some I didn’t like at all), the ones I loved held me in
their grip and made me want more.
Meanwhile, our teacher read aloud “Charlotte’s Web” in daily segments. It was such a powerful experience that I had to rest my forehead on my crossed arms, leaning on my desk, so the other kids wouldn’t
see my face. It was a story about how the world goes on and on no matter what, in an eternal, reassuring
kind of way that you mostly never thought about, and how someone could be such a brave, good friend
that it makes you cry and cry. It concerned things nobody had talked to me about, like death, but not as if
they were lessons to be learned. The book made me decide to become a writer.

Raising the Bar

In the 1970s, I began working as a children’s librarian at the Los Angeles Public Library. I visited classrooms with armloads of books for every taste: series, popular paperbacks, sports stories, scary tales, nonfiction. I also “book-talked” award books in those classrooms, although some of my colleagues did not; they
said those titles lacked enough broad appeal to circulate well. Some librarians claimed that the population
they served would have difficulty relating to the subject/theme/setting/time frame/writing style.
How, I wondered, could all the children in a community have the same sensibilities? Were these librarians looking at a demographic such as income level and determining that none of “their” children would
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respond to the challenge and reward of what I thought were generally excellent books? That would be a
terrible disservice, this undervaluing of kids’ intelligence and curiosity, a devastating insult. In my experience, children who read award books by choice and for pleasure became, as readers, more confident,
competent, and eager.

Books Change Lives

In the 1990s, I began writing a novel for 9- to 12-year-olds, a story set in the Eastern Sierra. It took me
a long time to find the heart of the story, 10 years and more of weekends and vacations. I knew it wasn’t a
book for every child. It concerned loss and redemption. The writing was deep, absorbing work; I mulled
over the inner lives of the characters, what they thought and felt. I had a desperate hope that it would
get published. I was excited at the idea of anybody reading it, of being able to connect one-on-one with
strangers who had trusted me with their hearts.
Winning a Newbery no doubt increased my book sales; it gave me a measure of fame. But it was well
before I won it that the Newbery award transformed me, changing my child-self from nonreader to avid
reader, introducing librarianship to me as a career, inspiring me to want to write children’s books and to
strive for good writing.
Along with the Newbery and the Caldecott (for distinguished illustration), many other children’s literary awards will be announced January 26, awards that recognize excellence in writing for beginning readers, honor literature by and about African Americans, celebrate the Latino experience, highlight the best
nonfiction and the finest media. I’ll be eager to read or view or listen to them all, but especially this year’s
Newbery. I know that in the right hands, it could be an important book; it could even change a young
reader’s life.

Susan Patron worked in
children’s services at the Los
Angeles Public Library for 35
years. She is the winner of
the 2007 Newbery Medal for
“The Higher Power of Lucky.”
Its sequel, “Lucky Breaks,” was
published in March.
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Patron. Published in the Los Angeles Times, January 11, 2009.]
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Reading The World: A Collaborative Reading Journey
Julia Beck, Director of Library Information Services, Retired
Caryl Grimsley, Curriculum Leader English Department

The International Reading Road

The International Reading Road is an on-going collaborative literacy project
between myself, Julia Beck, the Director of Library Information Services and
Coordinator of the Model United Nations project and classroom teacher, Caryl
Grimsley. We have worked together for many years on a variety of library and
classroom activities at the Toronto French School, which is the largest independent co-educational school in Canada. We created The International Reading
Road to not only hook our reluctant readers but to persuade students to
become involved in stories beyond their own experience.
In this project, we wanted to engage them in learning about each other,
about our common humanity, and to see things through the eyes of people
from other cultures than their own. We also wanted to use literature to
encourage imagination. Our aim was to focus students on an understanding of
diversity, to expand their knowledge of cultures not their own, to engage them
in discussions of universal truths and values, and to make connections to
become global citizens.

As teachers, we have
learned as much or
more than the students.
We have learned
especially to appreciate
the depth of feeling and
understanding that our
young students—the
leaders of tomorrow—
have about international
issues, about universal

The Planning Begins

and global themes,
We asked ourselves how we would meet the needs of our students, young
about the enjoyment of
people of such diverse interests. During our initial planning sessions we
outlined goals, general and specific, and discussed how students would demchallenging literature
onstrate their mastery of these goals. We divided instructional responsibilities,
developed the time frame, and made up an assessment rubric that combined
and about how young
four strands: knowledge, inquiry, communication and application.
minds do indeed unite
The teacher librarian identified the book selection criteria. We would select
books that were:
imagination with
n well-written, award-winning books by internationally-acclaimed
reason.
authors in English translations;
n adult novels, short and long, with appeal to adolescent boys and girls;
n located in settings that covered varied geographic and cultural regions of the world;
n written in a variety of genres from historical fiction to current issues; and
n available in sufficient copies in school library, public libraries and/or nearby bookstores.
The classroom teacher’s knowledge, enthusiasm and involvement were essential. Caryl:
n devoted regular class time to silent reading while consulting students about characters, issues,
and themes;
n clearly outlined her expectations for the reading, reflecting, and responding—students were to
take notes for each book on the setting, characters, conflicts, and locate a meaningful descriptive
quotation symbolizing one of the key issues for each novel;
n set deadlines for submission of work;
n compiled suggested responses and group discussions; and
n maintained a bulletin board documenting students’ literary journeys.

The Journey Begins
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We held the first session in the library with a book talk about the selected titles, with students choosing their first title to read. One month and one novel later, students gathered in the library for a literature circle. In groups of three, they assumed the roles of Discussion Leader/Questioner, Connector, and
Summarizer. They conversed, mused and identified themes, recording these and their questions along with
their notes on the discussion worksheet.
Equally important was to engage students in activities that raised their level of critical thinking and introduced them to the presence and purpose of the writer who crosses boundaries and cultures and genres,
who highlights universal issues and global awareness. We knew that discussions, writings, and information
technologies would lead to a more creative and collaborative environment, and so we built that into the
programme.
Another month, and another novel later, literature circles were again convened with different groupings
exploring critical analysis and personal responses. A third month later we introduced Web 2.0 technology
sessions in the library computer laboratory to permit students to play in the sandbox with these interactive tools. Wordle (http://www.wordle.net) allowed students to experiment with visual representations of
symbols and quotations from one or more of their chosen texts while Piclits (http://www.piclits.com) gave
them the opportunity to connect words with visual imagery.

In addition, Julie designed a Wiki where students were required to create a page and pose several
penetrating, thoughtful questions that were then responded to by others.
The Wiki permitted:
n practice with language and composition;
n an opportunity to see what peers were writing and to respond with critical analysis;
n literary interaction in a controlled environment;
n reflection of others’ thinking and sharing of ideas; and
n teaching partners to respond and link students’ comments.
We are both involved in these interactive sessions and were in awe of the responses, of the connections students made intuitively when linking issues from these texts to their own cultural and personal
experiences. By this time students’ ideas started to coalesce into a significant analytical and meaningful
inquiry as evidenced by their in-depth comments.
In this next stage of the programme, readers became the writers. Students learned about the essay process in which they posed a research question, a thesis, pertinent criteria, and important textual evidence
to persuade their readers of the impact of the universal and global issues at the heart of their novel and
as part of their own critical thinking.

What We Learned

As teachers, we have learned as much or more than the students. We have learned especially to appreciate the depth of feeling and understanding that our young students—the leaders of tomorrow—have
about international issues, about universal and global themes, about the enjoyment of challenging literature and about how young minds do indeed unite imagination with reason. We have also examined
the way fiction is used in teaching and learning, the way our teaching partnership plays a critical role in
encouraging students to persevere with challenging texts, and how our two enthusiastic voices motivate students along their reading journeys. Through the implementation of The International Reading
Road, the library programme has become not just an add-on but an invaluable partner in the delivery of
instruction.
Continued on page 24
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Reading The World: A Collaborative Reading Journey
Continued from page 23
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The International Reading Road Reading List
AFRICA
Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. Purple Hibiscus
(Nigeria)
Kingsolver, Barbara. Poisonwood Bible (Congo)
Matar, H. In the Country of Men (Libya)
ASIA
Badami, Anita. Can You Hear the Nightbird
Call? (India)
Dai, Siji. Balzac & the Little Chinese Seamstress
(China)
See, L. Dragon Bones (China)
Swarup, V. Q & A (India)
AUSTRALASIA & PACIFIC
Carey, Peter. The True History of the Kelly Gang
(Australia)
Grenville, Kate. The Secret River (Australia)
Jones, Lloyd. Mr. Pip (Pacific)

CENTRAL AMERICA/CARIBBEAN
Alverez, Julia. How the Garcia Girls Lost their
Accent (Dominican Republic)
Greene, Graham. Our Man in Havana (Cuba)
Levy, Andrea. Small Island (Caribbean)
EUROPE
Barnes, Julian. Arthur and George (England)
Behrens, Peter. The Law of Dreams (Ireland)
Hoeg, Peter. Miss Smilla’s Feeling for Snow
(Denmark/Greenland)
Michaels, Anne. Fugitive Pieces (Poland/
Greece/Canada)
MIDDLE-EAST
Khadra, Yasmina. The Attack (Palestinian)
Hosseini, Khaled. A Thousand Splendid Suns
(Afghanistan)
Ravel, Edeet. Look For Me (Israel)
NORTH AMERICA
Archer, Jeffrey. Kane and Able (USA/
Poland)
Boyden, Joseph. Three Day Road (Canada)
Fitzgerald, F. Scott. The Great Gatsby (USA)
Irving, John. A Prayer for Owen Meany
(USA)
Otsuka, Julie. When the Emperor was
Divine (USA)
SOUTH AMERICA
Allende, I. Zorro (USA/Mexico/Spain)
Fuentes, C. The Old Gringo (Mexico)
Wilder, T. The Bridge of San Louis Rey
(Peru)
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A New California Study:
School Libraries Give Students A Better Chance At Success
Douglas Achterman, Ph.D., Teacher Librarian

Results of a New Study

California’s public schools fall into a statistical dead heat with five other states with the lowest fourth
and eighth grade reading scores nationwide. Is it any surprise, then, that California’s school libraries have
the highest teacher librarian-to-student ratio in the country? In fact, the gap in this regard between California and the 49th state is greater than between the 49th and first state (Digest of Education Statistics,
2007). The temptation to further decimate school library staffing appears to be too strong to resist during
the current budget crisis. However, if California school districts still value student performance on the
STAR tests, they may find such cuts foolhardy.
In a statewide study completed in the fall (Achterman, 2008), results at the elementary, middle school
and high school levels consistently showed that
n the levels of certificated (teacher librarian) staffing and total staffing are strongly related to the
level of services a school library program provides.
n increases in the level of services school library programs provide are significantly related to increases in STAR test scores.
The strength of the relationship between library services and test scores increased with grade level; the
correlation at the elementary level between English Language Arts (ELA) scores and total library services
was r = .14, p < .001; at the middle school, the correlation with ELA scores was r = .19, p < .001.; at the
high school, the correlation with ELA scores jumped to r = .49, p < .001. These results remained significant when accounting for all other school and community variables that were part of this study, including
average parent education level, poverty level, ethnicity, percentage of English language learners, percentage
of teachers who are highly qualified, and average teacher salary.
Put another way, the following trends are evident: the greater the staffing—both certificated and total
staffing—the more services a library provides. The more services a school library provides, the higher the
test scores. California’s results, related to both certificated and total staffing, align with a host of studies that indicate staffing levels are among the best predictors of student achievement among all library
program variables (see Baumbach, 2003; Baxter & Smalley, 2003; Burgin, Bracy & Brown, 2003; Lance,
Hamilton-Pennell, Rodney & Sitter, 1999; Lance, Rodney & Hamilton-Pennell, 2000, 2002; Rodney,
Lance & Hamilton-Pennell, 2003; Smith, 2006).

Access to the School Library

The California study (Achterman, 2008) also indicates that student access to the school library—
measured by the number of hours the library is open—is significantly related to test scores at all three levels.
As library hours increase, there is a corresponding trend toward rising test scores. As with total library
services, this correlation, as high as r = .54 (p < .001) at the high school level, persists when accounting for
all school and community variables in the study. In a declining economy, the number of hours a school
library remains open can be critical, especially for students without access to books or technology at home.
McQuillan (1998) notes that children in low socioeconomic areas who do have access to print materials
and who like to read are successful in school. Given students’ propensity to use the school library over the
public library (Clabo, 2002; Krashen, 2004), the California study draws attention to the importance of
access to the school library and its resources in addressing educational equity.

Instructional Role of the Teacher Librarian

Access to the library and its resources is only part of the picture. This study also points to the instructional role of the teacher librarian as a critical element in student success. At the elementary, middle school,
and high school levels, significant relationships were found between test scores and the following services
regularly provided by teacher librarians:
n Offering a program of curriculum-integrated information literacy instruction
n Providing instruction on Internet searching and research
n Informally instructing students in the use of resources
As with staffing, the correlations between these services and test scores remained significant when controlling for all school and community variables.

High Schools Lead the Way
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Without exception in the California study, the strongest correlations between test scores and library
program elements were found at the high school level. In multiple regression analysis that included school
library programs, other school variables, and community variables, school library programs accounted for
between 19% and 21% of the variance in STAR test scores. On the English Language Arts test, the library
program was a stronger predictor of success than the other school variables. On the U.S. History test, the
library program was, in fact, the best predictor of student performance—better than other school variables
and better than community variables including parent education and poverty levels.

Why are the correlations between school libraries and test scores strongest at the high school level? A
likely explanation is that a substantially greater percentage of high schools have full time staffing as compared to the middle schools or elementary schools. Among the 987 high schools in the study, nearly 48%
had at least one full-time teacher librarian, and just more than 30% employed both a full-time teacher
librarian and a full-time paraprofessional. Among the 1,197 middle schools in the study, just 27% had a
full-time teacher librarian, and just 8.5% had a full-time teacher librarian and a full-time paraprofessional.
And among the 3528 elementary schools in the study, just 4.4% had a full-time teacher librarian, and
only 1.2% had both full-time professional and paraprofessional staff.
Simply put, both professional and paraprofessional staffing are critical for a school, library program
to be effective, a point borne out through much prior research. Most notably, Callison (2004) found in
a statewide Indiana study that full-time library media specialists at all grade levels were more likely to
fulfill instructional roles than those who were employed part-time. In a pair of case studies in which the
activities of school librarians were examined in detail, McIntosh (1994) and Underwood (2004) noted the
interdependence of the paraprofessional/professional team. McIntosh found that the librarians who did
not have paraprofessional help demonstrated a “marked decrease in the percentage of time spent in either
the role of teacher or instructional consultant” (p. 107). Underwood, whose study focused on library
leadership, noted that collaborations between teacher librarians and classroom teachers often occurred on
top of all other roles and responsibilities; “without paraprofessional staffing,” Underwood concludes such
efforts were “doomed to failure” (p. 46).
The implications from this study are clear: at the elementary, middle school, and high school levels, increases in teacher librarian and total staffing are significantly related to increases in the services library staff
provides, and increases in those services correlate with higher STAR test scores. Schools that support their
library programs with both professional and paraprofessional staffing give their students a better chance to
succeed.
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